Print on US letter paper; stationery-weight paper is preferable. Reinforce the tips by putting strips of clear tape on the back of the paper along the top and bottom of the illustration. Cut along each of the 12 segments, making sure to leave them connected along the equator; this will leave you with one piece of paper with 12 flaps. Pass a long piece of thread through a needle and tie a knot at its end. Beginning at the South Pole and on the left, pass the needle through each white dot so that the bottoms of the twelve flaps are now connected. Going through what will become the center of your globe, pass the needle through each dot at the North Pole, again beginning with the flap on the left. Gently pull the thread to cinch the two poles together, forming a globe. Use a glue stick to adhere the horizontal tab at the equator to the other side, sealing the globe. Tie a knot at the North Pole, using the leftover thread to hang your globe.